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Cleveland Magician and Illusionist Rick Smith Jr. to appear on H2 Stan Lee’s 
Superhumans airing September 10th, 2014. 
 
A Guinness World Record holder for card throwing, Rick Smith Jr. joins the ranks of 
others who perform extraordinary feats during the September 10th episode of H2’s “Stan 
Lee’s Superhumans.” 
 
“Stan Lee’s Superhumans” airs on H2™ at 10E/11P on September 10th will explore the 
possibility that the Cleveland Ohio magician and illusionist Rick Smith Jr. is a 
superhuman in addition to already being a widely recognized Guinness World Record 
holder. 
 
It’s the third year of the show with Stan Lee, who scours the globe for the real-life 
counterparts to his comic book icons. He is the legendary co-creator of X-Men™, Iron 
Man™, Spiderman™ and The Avengers™, and CCO/Founder of POW! Entertainment. 
 
Known for throwing cards like the X-Men Gambit character, Rick will test his accuracy 
against a marksman, his speed against an archer and will attempt to out-throw a pro 
football kicker. 
 
“I like challenges and this show provides a unique and entertaining forum,” says Rick, 
known for throwing a playing card playing card 216 feet 4 inches at 92 miles per hour. “I 
appreciate that I have a new opportunity to showcase the art of card throwing.” 
 
About Stan Lee’s Superhumans 
It’s the third year of the show with Stan Lee, who scours the globe for the real-life 
counterparts to his comic book icons. He is the legendary co-creator of X-Men™, Iron 
Man™, Spiderman™ and The Avengers™, and CCO/Founder of POW! Entertainment. 
 
Throughout history, the forces of evolution and genetic mutation have gifted a select 
number of humans with astonishing new abilities and features. It’s a process that 
continues to this day, and nowhere is it more evident than in the fascinating world of 
“Stan Lee’s Superhumans.” 
 
In each episode, individuals from all over the globe undergo tests that may help to 
explain their amazing gifts. 
 
Cable network H2™ is an extension of the HISTORY brand, featuring an original line up 
of series and specials that take a deep perspective on history from all around the world. 
H2 is now in nearly 70 million households.   
  
 For show details, visit http://www.history.com/shows/stan-lees-superhumans 
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About Rick Smith Jr. 
Based in Cleveland, Ohio, Magician Rick Smith Jr. travels nationally performing more 
than 600 shows every year providing corporate entertainment for events, new product 
introductions, motivational seminars, award ceremonies and private events. 
 
Rick has had guest appearances on national television, including “ABC’s Shark Tank,” 
“America’s Got Talent,” “The Ellen Degeneres Show,” “Last Call with Carson Daly,” 
“Steve Harvey’s Big Time,” “The Wayne Brady Show”, “Ripley’s Believe it or Not!,” 
“Master of Champions,” “Time Warp,” “The Tonight Show” with Jay Leno and many 
more. 
 
Rick Smith Jr. 
http://ricksmithjr.com 
Phone: (440) 821-9549 
Email: RSJ@RickSmithJr.com 
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